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Thus, Revelation is something that is a common fact of life and what

is unique about the Bibl3dcal revelation is that an uncommon person is the one

who has revealed Himself. It is more trustwortchy than any human revelation

because it is revealed by the God who knows all things and who is perfect in

rigthteousness. When it comes to ins-p4at-eft-- inspiration , we have no parallel

to it in human life. No matter how hard we try to make a human document free

from error erros creep in. There are erronous ideas in the minds of ee- every

one of us and we may write we something that is very excellent a¬I- in its treatment

of a certain sbme- subject, but when we touch upon other subjects we may easily

fall into error and even our ideas on the main subject may be shown at a later time

to have been quite ieofe incorrect. Inspiration means that te- the Holy Spirit watched

over the writers of the scripture, picking them out as to who they should be , directing

the subjects a-s- they should choose to write on, keeping them from error as they

wrote down the Revelation that God has had given them, and bringing to their

recollection the experiences that they had had that He desired to be described in

His Word. It contains human ideas and human Ix thoughts as the Holy Spirit led

these men to discuss t subjects or to describe observations that they had made.,

but-it-i-s-ke- the erroneous ideas that were in these men's minds are kept out of

I- what they wrote. The eee erroneEus words which they might Iwe have used

are rejected and words are selected which would not convey and-- erroneous ideas.

Thus, each writer wrote from his own personality, from his own f viewpoint, the

Holy Spirit overshadowed him, keeping him from error in what he wrote and guided

him in the selection of n terial. As a result , the Bible makes a unit so that Paul

could indeed sayc that all the scripture is profitable; that is, all the books that God
" call

has na- inspired are profitable. So that Jesus could/sy--te the disciples '0 fools
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